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Summary 

This report relates to an application for the provisional grant of a premises licence in 
respect of Melrose Villa, 35 Kenneth Street, Inverness, IV3 5DH. 

1.0 Description of premises 

1.1 Melrose Villa is situated on Kenneth Street, Inverness and consists of 11 letting 
rooms, lounge and dining rooms. 

2.0 Operating hours 

2.1 The applicant seeks the following on-sale hours: 

On sales: 

Monday to Sunday: 1100 hours to 2200 hours 

The applicant seeks the following off-sale hours: 

Off sales: 

Monday to Sunday: 1100 hours to 2200 hours 

3.0 Background 

3.1 On 12 June 2023 the Licensing Board received an application for the provisional 
grant of a premises licence from Melrose Villa Limited. The application was 
considered by the Highland Licensing Board on 5 September 2023 at which 
meeting it was deferred. Substantial amendments to the application were made 
and received by the Board on 10 October 2023. 

The amended application was accompanied by the necessary section 50 
certification in terms of Planning, together with a Disabled Access Statement. 

3.2 The amended application was publicised during the period 17 October until 7 



November 2023 and confirmation that the site notice was displayed has been 
received. 

3.3 In accordance with standard procedure, Police Scotland, the Scottish Fire & 
Rescue Service and the Council’s Community Services (Environmental Health) 
and Planning and Building Standards were consulted on the application. 

3.4 Notification of the application was also sent to NHS Highland and the local 
Community Council. 

3.5 Further to this publication and consultation process, the following timeous notice 
of objection has been received and is/are appended: 

Mrs P M A Coleman 

In addition, the following objections to the original application have not been 
withdrawn and are appended: 

Teresa O’Connor
Ruth Oulton
Ruth Oulton, signatures of neighbours 
Findlay Walker
Steven Murray 
Allan MacDonald 
Kenneth MacMillan
A and LA Graham
Lisa Kennard
John and Mairi MacLeod
Derek and Fiona Rudkin
Patricia Coleman
James and Angela McIlraith 
Alan Howie 
Nicola McIntosh
H Graham

3.6 The applicant and the objector(s) have been invited to attend the hearing.  They 
have been advised of the hearings procedure which will be followed at the 
meeting and which may also be viewed via the following link:  

http://highland.gov.uk/hlb hearings 

4.0 Legislation 

4.1 The Licensing Board must, in considering and determining the application, 
consider whether any grounds of refusal apply and, if none of them applies, the 
Board must grant the application.   



Relevant grounds of refusal are: - 

1. that the premises are excluded premises;

2. that the Board considers, having regard to the licensing objectives, that the
applicant is not a fit and proper person to be the holder of a premises
licence;

3. that the grant of the application would be inconsistent with one or more of
the licensing objectives;

4. that having regard to;
(i) the nature of the activities proposed to be carried on in the subject

premises,
(ii)  the location character and condition of the premises, and
(iii) the persons likely to frequent the premises,
the Board considers the premises are unsuitable for use for the sale of
alcohol, or

5. that the Board considers that, if the application were to be granted, there
would, as a result, be overprovision of licensed premises, or licensed
premises of the same or similar description as the subject premises, in the
locality.

4.2 For the purposes of the Act, the licensing objectives are- 

(a) preventing crime and disorder,
(b) securing public safety,
(c) preventing public nuisance,
(d) protecting and improving public health, and
(e) protecting children and young persons from harm.

4.3 If the Board would refuse the application as made, but a modification is 
proposed by them and accepted by the applicant, the application can be 
granted as so modified. 

5.0 Licensing Standards Officer 

5.1 The LSO has provided the following comments:- 

(i) Melrose Villa Guest House is a substantial guest house situated in a central
residential area of Inverness.

(ii) Application has been made for an alcohol premises licence to sell alcohol to
residential guests by way on both on and off sales, no other public trading in
alcohol will take place.

(iii) The hours of trading are within HLB policy hours and hours permitted for off
sales under the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005.



(iv) The method of sales is very restricted and is quoted in the operating plan
as:

“ Off sales will be complimentary miniatures in rooms and otherwise pre-ordered 
and pre-paid. On sales only for occasional pre-booked informative tastings to 
showcase local products”. 

(v) The premises offer no bar facilities and will not sell alcohol to guests by other
means. All licensing activities will be entirely contained within the premises, with
no use to be made of any outside area.

(vi) In the opinion of the LSO, the premises are suitable for the sale of alcohol
as described in the operating plan, the manner of sales will not threaten the
licensing objectives.

(vii) The Application has been accompanied by the required Section 50
certificate relating to Planning and a Disability Access Statement.

(viii) “Following the public consultation phase of this application a number of
objections/representation have been received from owners of nearby properties.
In summation, these objections relate to staffing levels, parking and refuse
disposal, issues which are not concerned with the sale of alcohol.”

If alcohol is sold on the premises according to the operating plan, in the view of 
the LSO the licensing objectives are not compromised. 

6.0 HLB local policies 

6.1 The following policies are relevant to the application:- 

(1) Highland Licensing Board Policy Statement 2018-23
(2) Highland Licensing Board Equality Strategy

7.0 Conditions 

7.1 Mandatory conditions 

If the application is approved the mandatory conditions set out in Schedule 3 of 
the Act will apply. 

7.2 Local conditions 

No local conditions are considered necessary. 

7.3 Special conditions 

The Board may wish to consider attaching the following special condition: 



(1) All on sales of alcohol will be carried out solely as part of a tutored tasting
under the supervision of a Personal Licence Holder.

Recommendation 

The Board is invited to determine the above application and if minded to grant the 
application, to agree the proposed local/special conditions detailed at paras. 7.2 and 
7.3 above.  

If the Board is minded to refuse the application, the Board must specify the ground 
for refusal and, if the ground for refusal is in relation to a licensing objective, the 
Board must specify the objective in question.  

Reference: HC/INBS/687 
Date: 13 November 2023 
Author: Marjory Bain 
Appendix: Mrs P M A Coleman 























































 
Please regard this e‐mail as a written objection from the resident/house owner at   
in regards to the notification of an application for a provisional premises licence under the Licensing 
(Scotland) Act 2005 for Melrose Villa, Kenneth Street, Inverness, IV3 5DH.  
The grounds I see as relevant are as follow:‐ 
The hours for on and off sales for a property of this nature is extreme, this is a residential street and 
a 10am to 10pm liquor licence makes me uneasy about the nature of the business that is seeking 
such a licence, having drinks available during these hours has potential to invite a public nuisance 
element to the street. 
I live a few doors away I have an 18month old and wish to ensure that I protect my child from 
potential harm of drunken folk causing a disturbance just a few doors away. 
As I understand it the rules which govern B&B's or Small Hotel's to sell alcohol do not run from 10am 
to 10pm and it's the 12 hour period that this application seeks that is causing me alarm so much do 
that I am raising a formal objection. 
I urge the Licensing Board to look closer at the motive of those seeking this application and please 
consider the impact it will have on neighbours with small children currently residing on Kenneth 
Street. 
Should you need to call me in regards to this objection you can reach me on   or by e‐
mail to this address. 
Yours sincerely, 
Teresa O'Connor  
 








